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The use of physically-based dedicated mathematical modelling for comtrustion chambers, heating

chambers, load, preheaters and other associated equipment of kilns and furnaces, together with the

implementation of on-line sensors will provide detailed knowledge of the very complex phenomena

occurring in those industrial equipments. Application of this knowledge to the study of new design and

optim ization of operation concepts, integration and intensification is possible. In the present paper this

approach is discussed as well as research priorities, otrjectives and major achievements at present

technological stage. Relevant developments under current joint European research projects are

referred.
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INDUSTzuAL SITUATION

Figure L Considered response to the industrial needs.

New Controllin g S u-ategies

New Design Conceps

lndustrial Needs lor Energy
Saving

European industry is facing sustained
pressure to improve is productivity and
product quality together with strong con-
strains about pollutant emissions and energy
consumption. Improvements in energy effi-
ciency, product quality, pollution abatement.
in kilns and furnaces cannot. be achieved
without an effect-rve physically-based knowl-
edge and understanding ol the relevant ther-
mal phenomena. This approach have to con-
sider specific aspects of the industrial proc-
ess iself, its interactions with the hearing
chamber (electrically heated or by combus-
tion) and heat transfer efficiency. Improve-
ments in the workability and quality of the
products (reducing the level of rejections
and increasing the process efficiency) and
produc tion intensilication constitutes an ef-
fective way for energy saving and pollution
abatement. Also the furnace and kiln associ-
ated equipments are fundamental forenergy
saving and consequent abatement in pollut-
ant. emissions. The elliciency of the heat
recovering systems cannot be neglected in
this optimization effort.

Pollutant emissions abatenrent is possi-
ble through:
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- improving the performance of the ther-
mal process (allowing tlre reduction of
energy requremens);

- acting on the combusting process in or-
der to decrease the emission of pollut-
ants generated by combustion as such as

CO, NOx and some classes of particles.

Low-cost pollution abatement is there-
fore attainable.

A possible Approach

Mathematical modelling, based on com-
putational fluid dynamics, and in particular
3-D modelling have to be explored as a
powerful alternative to the empirical rules
and global balance based static modelling.
3-D modelling provides, at reasonable cost,
a way !o access the spatial disributions of
main fi elds inside combustion chamber, elec-
tric heating chambers, heat recovering de-
vices and charge. This features allow an
effective evaluation of the consequences of
modilications in operating conditions and
design, opening an wide range for optimiza-
tion considering primary and secondary ef-
fects. However, the application of computa-
tional fluid dynamics techniques to fullscale

industrial equipments remains a topic far of
to be closed since the physical description of
the phenomena in the integrated system
(heating chamber, heat recovering devices,
process interaction with the furnace or kiln)
remains far of to be satisfactory.

General modelling techniques for fluid
flow and heat transfer predictions in fur-
naces and kilns are well established. Devel-
opments in should be aimed !o explore ad-
vantages from a complete syst€m represen-
tation.

A dedicated modelling approach is re-
quired in order to integrate, on the basis ol
well established general modelling know-
how, specilic characteristic of each studied
system. Associated equipments and load
have to be considered lor pracrical effective
application in process efficiency improve-
ment. This integrated approach, present in
the dedicated modelling conception, is rhe
basic condition for a successful achieve-
ment of the proposed modelling based opti-
mization effort.

Dedicated modelling allows an integrated
representation of the furnaces and kilns with
associated equipments as well as the consid-
eration of physical interactions between the
various sub-systems and associated phenom-
ena. A powerful representation will be there-
fore obtained from this dedicated modelling
philosophy. In spite of the physical differ-
ences between the several systems consid-
ered in the present proposal (kilns and ce-
ram iclglas s f urnaces) si gn i li cant experience
and general know-how may be transfened
from and to other application fields and
industrial sectors.

The continuous development ofnew sen-
sors, the enlargement. of on-line sensoring
capacities to traditionally non accessible
variables and the application of recently
developed techniques will allow massive
sensoring of the analyzed equipments. An
extensive characterization of the process
will support and improve physical under-
standing of the phenomena, extended vali-
dation of modelling procedures, and open
possibilities for the application of new op-
eration and design concepts.
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0bjectives and Expected
Achievements

Furnace operating conditions together
witi advancedcontrol systems and improved
conception are required to reduce energy
consumption and decrease pollutant levels.

Ceramic industries are responsible for an

important part of the industrial energy
consumption and pollurant emissions in EC

countries. Advanced knowledge of the fluid
flow and heat ransfer processes in industrial
furnaces, as shown in Table 1, is an essential

basis to determine improved design and op-
eration. Massive sensoring and dedicated
modelling of the involved industrial equip-

ment will permit the delivery of optimized
control strategies and new design concepts

for a improved energy efhciency in kilns,
furnaces and ovens operation.

The main goal of these research efforts
should be to develop knowledge and engi-
neering tools able to assist the optimization
ol design, control and operation of glass/

ceramic kilns and furnaces in order to allow
improved energy efficiency and lowcost
pollution abatement. This goal will be

achieved through tie use of sophisticated
computational modelling, advanced mas-

sive sensoring and its application to en-

hanced model based control sFategies, inte-
graring newly sensored variables and knowl-
edge based concepts, as well as novel design

solutions.
Following the above refened approach

the final objectives may be stated as follows:
- Development. and application of ad-

vanced sensors in harsh environments
allowing the access to nonconventional
controllable variables and extensive
characerization of the process.

- Developmentand validation of dedicated
physically-based models of kilns and

iurnac"s (comprising associated
equipments and load) through the use of
multidimensional and dynamical ap-
proaches. The modelling development
may embody information obtained
through the massive characterization of
the equipment. Validation o[ the devel-
oped models have to be achieved through

experimental characterization with ad-

vanced sensors considered in the previ-

ous objective. Continued development

Figure 2. Expected achievements.

and validation of multidimensional physi-

cally-based mathematical models, to-
gether with zerolone dimensional dy-
namical models have to be undertaken in
order to insure an innovative model ba-

sis.

Study of more energy efficient design

and operation concepts applying model-
ling facilities and embodying the new

sensoring capacities (refened in objec-

tive 1). Lower cost pollutant abatement
possibilities can be concurrently consid-
ered.

Research Priorities

0edicated modelling, massive

sensoring, lmproved operation and

new design c0ncepts will result from
the following research priorities:
Development and val idation of dedicated
mathematical models in the following
directions:
- integration of specific aspects of the

industrial processes;

- study of alternative fuels (solid fuels,

emulsions) and advanced burnen;
- study of the interactions between the

furnace and upstream/downstream

equipments (preheaters, rggenerators,
recuperators, controlled cooling de-

vices, dryers).
. Refinement of the developed computa-

tional models in order to adapt them for
an easy application to the test of new
geometries and to the study of operating
conditions and control actuators set-

points.
. Development of new sensors for innova-

tive process evaluation:
- direct access to nonconventional con-

trollable variables as pollutant emis-
sions level, product quality indexes:

- extensive characterization of the proc-

ess occurring in harsh environments;

Required Devel0pments in the Cunent
Technological State

The above relerred priorities require re-

search ellorts i,n tlre following topics:
. Continueddevelopmentofmulti-dimen-

sional mathematical models, enlarging
the knowledge about the physical proc-

esses and enabling its optimization.
. Development ol dynamical global bal-

ance models enabling the study of im-
proved control regulation parameters.
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Characterization of Near B urnerRegion:
- continuation of efforts in the charac-

terization studies in the dense, near
burners regions in order to improve
knowledge concerning sprays-forma-
tion, droplet combustion etc..

- integration of nearburnerregion mod-
els with combustion chamber model-
ling;

- implementation of advanced turbu-
lence modelling, NO1 formation and
dissociation modelling and
cenospheres generation and transport.

Development of new sensors, in order to:
- obtain enhanced experimental

sensoring techniques enabling more
accurate characterization of the fur-
nace thermal state for an improved
understanding of rhe physical phenom-
ena and model results validation;

- extend the set of parameters which can
be sensored allowing the study of new
control srategies and on-line optimi-
zation of set-points (namely reliable
on-line measurements of NOx and 02
under harsh conditions and gas com-
position through artificial vision ac-
cess to fumace enclosure),load condi-
tioning, flame shape;

Extensive characterization of furnaces
and kilns operating conditions, yielding:
- extensivedata from indusfial and labo-

ratory situations for dedicated model-
ling validation;

- experimental measurement in indus-
trial and laboratory situations, through
advanced sensoring techniques, of
nonconventional variables allowing
improved characterization of the proc-
ess.

- installation of sensors in furnace harsh
environment under real industrial op-
erating conditions.

Recommendations for more efficient
operation of fumaces and kilns, includ-
ing:
- conception of new control sfategies

based on modelling application and on
the above referred allowance for
nonconventional on-line measure-
ments;

- test of improved model based regula-
tion techniques.

- searchof more efficientoperating con-

Eurner /

Figure 3. Prediction of temperature field inside a smelting kiln obtained
through a rhree-dimensional procedure in which fluid flow, combustion and
heat transfer are solved (A = 3000 K; B = 22N K; C = 1900 K; D = 1700

K;E=1650K;)

Figure 5. comparison between predictions of the phenonwna in a smelting
kiln obtained throiugh three-dimensional procedures with mcasurements ("

Measurements, CARVALHO et al., 1988; -- Computational Resuks,
CARVALHO et al., ],987; -- Computational Results, CARVALHO et al.,

r989).

ditions and low+ost pollution abate-
ment possibilities and process intensi-
fication through acting on set-points
delinition and regulation parameters.

- search of process optimization possi-
bilities by acting on set-points defini-
tion and regulation parameters.

Recommendations for more efficient
design of furnaces and kilns, including:

- development of model based con-
cepts for design;
- studies, applying dedicated model-
ling tools, of the influence on the fur-
nace, kiln oroven efficiency ofagroup
of selected main geometrical param-
eters.
- search of more efficient operating
conditions and low-cost pollution
abatement possibilities and process

identificarion by acring on geometri-
cal variables.

. Study of new control strategies based on
modelling and nonconventional
sensoring, in order to:
- obtain control strategies able !o em-

body physically based informar.ion
yield by compu[arional modelling al-
lowing multi-inputmulti-output con-
trol;

- obtain control strategies able to em-
body information from new on-line
SCNSOTS;

- develop direct conrol of efficiency,
quality and emissions;

- develop a srarcgy for on-line optimi-
zation, as pail of a knowledge based
system, with information available
from multi-dimensional models of the
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Figure 4. Prediction of temperature field inside a smelting kiln obtained
through a simplified three-dimcnsional procedure in which radiative heat

transfer is solved (A = 2400 K; B = 2200 K;C = 2000 K;D = 1900 K; E =
1800 K; F = 1700 K;G = 1600 K;)

Figure 6. Prediction of NO,and SOrmnssfractionfield inside afurnace
through a three-dimensional procedure inwhichfluidflow, heat tansfer and

chemical reactions are solved.

( I 980). The developed predicrion procedure
was applied to a cross-fired glass furnace
burning U.K. North Sea natural gas.

Semido (1986) has applied a three-di-
mensional prediction procedure !o aceramic
glass smelting-kiln with oxygen-rich bum-
ing conditions. Carvalho et. a.l. (1987) have
extended that work and used a two-dimen-
sional axisymmetric model to simulate the
burner region, providing with these results
the inlet conditions for the threedimen-
sional calculations of the combustion cham-
ber. The results were extensively validated
with experimental data acquired in the fur-
nace (Carvalho et. al., 1988). This model is
based in the numerical solution of governing
transport equations for momentum, mass,

energy and species concenFation besides a

discrete transfer approach to solve the
radiative heat, transfer. Resul ts obtained with
this model are presented in figure 3. The
model was used to optimize tlre furnace
operating conditions and, for example, the
results have shown an l8 7o improvement in
energy efficiency when oxygen enrichment
is applied. An energy balance based proce-
dure as been applied to real time modelling
of glass ceramic furnaces embodying
simplilications of the above refened 3-D
modelling procedures (Carvalho et. al.,
1989). Results obtained with this model are
presented in figure 4. Comparison between
both models and experimental results is pre-
sented in figure 5. These developments and
results have been obtained under the scope
of a research project led by the Instituto
Superior T6cnico (fechnical University of
Lisbon) in the Non-Nuclear Energy R&D
hogramm e (Energy Conserva[ion) en titJed

,,Improved Design for Glass Smelting
Kilns"- EN3E-0153-P.

Similarly, a modelling procedure for the
calculation of 3-D fluid flow and heat. trans-
fer phenomena in a industrial fumace, con-
sidering by an integrated approach the com-
bustion chamber (turbulent flow, thermal
radiation, pollufants formation) and load
(laminar buoyancy-driven glass-melt
flow),has been recently developed (Carvalho

etaL.,1992). The NO1 and SO2 concentra-
tion fields calculated by this procedure are
presented in figure 6 in a plane crossing one
of burners as an example of the model appli-
cability.

furnace environment, to control of e[-
ficiency, quality and emissions.

Basis for a dedicated modelling
approach

Advances in computer power allied to

advances in compuutional fluid dynamics
science, in the understanding of radiative
heat transfer phenomena, and chemical re-
actions turned possible to couple the fluid
flow equations for heat and mass transfer
and chemical reaction rates and to obtain a

deurled picture than hitherto of the phenom-

ena occuning in combustion chambers. This
can improve design of conventional equip-
ment and, more important, might simulate

innovate ideas for radically new designs of
equipment.

Abou Ellail et. al. (1978) described a
prediction method for three-dimensional
reacting flows where a flux model for the

thermal radiation, was employed. The pre-
diction procedure was applied to two indus-
trial-type experimental fumaces from the
French national gas corporation, ,,Gaz de
France", in Toulouse and from the Interna-
tional Flame Research Foundation,IFRF, in
The Netherlands. The fuel in both instances
was natural gas.

A three-dimensional simulation of a com-
bustion chamber was presented by Gosman
et. al. (1980) in which a more accurate and
efficient technique for the handling of the
thermal radiation was used - the ,,Discrete
Transfer" method oT Lockwood and Shah
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Recent mathematical modelling signifi-
cant applications to ceramic furnaces are
reported in Meunier (1991).

The flexibility of the codes family above
referred can be clearly demonstrated by ap-
plications of sim i lar three-dimensional codes
to calculate the flow in industrial boilers.
Robinson (1985) has presenred a three-di-
mensional model tor a Iarge tangentially-
tired furnace of the type used in power-
station boilers. In this work a six-flux model
was used for the evaluation of radiative heat,

transfer. The model was strictly applicable
only to gaseous- fulled fumaces. Abbas and
Lockwood (1986) described the application
of a fully three-dimensional mathematical
model to the combustors of two large power
station boilers: one front wall-fired and other
corner-tired. Predictions of the aerodynam-
ics of the flow were compared with experi-
mental data obtained in cold models and
combustion and radiation heat transfer char-
acterislics were calculated tor the comer-
fired case using the ,,Discrete Transfer"
method. The results were in fairly good
agreement. with the model data, suggesting
that the flow in a full-scale plant can be
predicted with current models witi a reason-
able accuracy.

However, in spite of the progress made
during the last decade in the computer solu-
tion of complex panial different equations,
and the modelling of turbulence, combus-
tion and heat transfer phenomena, it is prob-
ably fair to say that no furnace design engi-
neer is yet making any real use of a general
modem computalional technique to assist
his work. There would seem to be four
principal reasons for this:
- in the early days of their development,

the methods were insufficiently devel-
oped to represent a substantial improve-
ment on existing design procedures as
primitive as these were.

- prediction techniques have emerged,
which could considerably assist ttre fur-
nace design engineer, they are highly
sophisticated and their use demands a

level of commitment, which industry for
the most pan, has so far not. been pre-
pared to make.

- lack of validation for the full scale fur-
nace. Most models published in the lit-
erature have been validated at laborato-
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rial and semi-industrial scale. Such ef-
forts are not without value but it. is now
recognized that its worth is very limited,
because tor the most pan fre many com-
plex processes occuring in combustion
chambers scale in different ways.

- thegeneralpredicrion merhodsarehighly
computer time consuming, because fur-
nace and boilen geometries tend to fea-
ture much geomerical detail and be-
cause extremely complex fl uid mechani-
cal, chemical and heat transferprocesses
require to be simulated.

Dedicated modelling approach aims ro
respond to the second and fourth reasons. A
careful modelling representation of the ac-
tual furnace-kiln system, and a correct ex-
ploitation of the specifaspects ofeach proc-
ess will allow the set up of faster modelling
implementations and a signifi cant reduction
of the lead time needed to train the indusrial
userlo have useful results. Massive sensoring
will allow a correct validation of dedicated
modelling codes against industrial data. Pre-
diction codes capableofcomputing the three-
dimensional characteristics of actual equip-
ment to improved fumace and kiln design,
conrol andoperation optimization will lhere-
fore be available.

Basis lor a massive sensoring
approach

In recent years, novel sensors have been
developed for withstanding harsh environ-
mental conditions occurring in process in-
dustry such as glass-melting furnaces and
ceramic furnaces. For the application to high
temperaturg environments new cooling de-
vices allow the application of temperature
sensitive sensors under these conditions.
Research work in functional tests for differ-
ent working conditions, taking into account
high temperature, aggressive media and ra-
diatron as well as distortion causes by addi-
tional sources of heat production, has been
carried out in the past. These new developed
sensors and additional sensors to be devel-
oped for direct access to non conventional
controllable variables have shown new pos-
sibilities for process control in industry.

The role of European joint
research proiects

The development and use of dedicated
modelling for combustion chambers, heat-
ing chambers, load, preheaters and other
associated equipment of kilns and furnaces,
together with the implementation of on-line
sensors will provide detailed knowledge of
the very complex phenomena occurring in
those industrial equipmens. The approach
proposed for this oprimization task will al-
low the study of a very large range of param-
eters enabling the set-up ofnonconventional
design solutions, new conrol strategies and
improved operating concepts. The proposed
approach may allow energy saving for ex-
ample in the magnitud e of l}Vo- 207a for the
batch melting industries and can be expected
simultaneously lowcost reduction of envi-
ronmental damages, better product quality
and longer life cycle of the equipment.

In the current joint European research
project, under the JOULE programme of
DGXII of the CEC, ,,Energy Saving and
Pollution Abarement in Glas-Making Fur-
naces, Cement Kilns and Baking Ovens"
JOIIE-005 I -C (SMA), modelling procedures
have been developed and validated enabling
its use for a variety of furnaces, kilns and
ovens. This project involves research groups
from Instituto Superior Tecnico (Technical
University of Lisbon); Imperial College ol
Science, Technology & Medicine; Univer-
sity of Erlangen- Nuernberg; TI.{9 Insritute
of Environment. and Energy Technology,
TNO Flour & Bread Instirure; ADERSA,
Institut National du Verre; Facult6
Polytechnique de Mons; CenEe of Renew-
able Energy Sources.

In the following sections several aspects
which the involved research groups intent to
continue exploring will be focussed.

Modelling of ceramic furnaces,
Associated Equlpment and load

The stabilization and optimization of the
temperature profile in tunnel continuons kilns
is a basic requirement to improve the prod-
uct quality and to make possible the exten-
sion of this equipment applicability for more
quality demanding process. Low energy

SpRecxslrr, Vol. 125, No.8, 1992
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consumption is theoretically possible and is
olten claimed for this type of furnace. The
process in batch furnaces is traditionally
oprimized in order to respect a suitable tem-
perature being the energy consumption as-
pect often neglected. The knowledge of the
temperature and fluxes spatial distribution
inside the furnace enclosure allows the com-
binatron of both aspects; energy saving with
respect by the temperature profile consraints.
At the end of the,"Energy Saving and Pollu-
tion Abatement in Glass-Making Furnaces,
Cement Kilns and Baking Ovens" JOUE-
0051-C (SMA) project, a mathematical
model able to calculate the flow and the heat
transfer in furnace combustion chamben
containing packing of pieces of a batch melt-
ing furnaces will be available. This model
will be used as a basis for the following
developments.
- Study ol the Interaction ol the furnace

operation with dryers. Owing to the tran-
sient nature ofthe batch process, interac-
tion with the dryers should be studied in
order to reduce the overall energy con-
sumption.

- Detailed modelling of flow inside the

fumace chamber partrcularly inside the

stacking accounting for bypass flows
and transverse flow due to natural con-
vection. A simplified model of these
phenomena must be developed for its
inclusion in an overall model of the fur-
nace.

- Overall modelling of a tunnel kiln allow-
ing calculation of relevant parameters
for energy consumption and pollutant
emissions calculation.

- Development of dynamic model of the
tunnel furnace system.

M0delling 0f Ceramic Glass Melting
lurnaces Assoclated Equipment and
load

Ceramic glass-melting furnaces often
burns heavy-fuel-oil (F{FO). A model of the
nearburner region of combusting FIFO spray
has been developed, under the scope of the

,,Energy Saving and Pollution Abatement in
Glass-Making Furnaces, Cement Kilns and
Baking Ovens" JOUE-0051-C (SMA)
project. This development will allow the
coupling with the above refened three-di-

mensional glass melting model ensuring a
strongly physically based description of the
combustion chamber.

Masslve Sensorlng of Ceramic Glass
Furnace Systems

Improvements achieved by numerical
modelling used in control strategies and
furnace design optimization will lead m more
energy efficiency and higher produc t quality
in glass/ceramic furnaces. The numerical
codes developed in tlte ,,Energy Saving and
Pollution Abatement in Glass-Making Fur-
naces, Cement Kilns and Baking Ovens"
JOUE-0051-C (SMA) project have been
validated by experimental dau in real fur-
naces.

However variations in fuel rate and batch
load must be documented and compared to
the results obtained by simulating the proc-
ess with new conEol srategies. Experimen-
tal results to be obrained by the involved
research groups will include video observa-
tion; temperature sensors; gas analysis in the
furnace. Variarions of the goveming process

parameters will be reported and tleir influ-
ence to the production process evaluated.
Based on these results, a combination of
accurate sensor systems, withstanding ttre
harsh environmental conditions, will be de-
veloped to be applied for on-line monitoring
the industrial process, by measuring the
evaluated key-parameters, allowing an ef-
fective process control to obtain maximum
product quality with less energy consump-
tion.

New Control Strategies and Design
Concepts lor Ceramics Furnace
Systems

The research efforts to be developed by
the involved groups will consider the: devel-
opment of the modelling action of the batch
and continuous furnace operation interac-
tion with dryers; study of improved design
of batch furnaces; study of improved design
of continuous furnaces; study of control
strategies and operating conditions for en-
ergy saving and pollutant abatement. in batch
furnaces; study of control strategies and
operating conditions for energy saving and

pollutant. abatement in continuous fumaces;
study of control strutegies directed for en-
ergy saving in batch fumaces.

New Control Strategies and Deslgn
Concepts for Ceramic Glass Furnace
Systems

The stability and optimization of glass
melting process is a basic requirement for
product quality and workability (with indi-
rect gains on energy consumption and pol-
lutantemissions), fumace thermal efficiency
and pollutant abatement. Also the optimized
specification of main design parameters is
essential. This aspect requires the applica-
tion of integrated models able to simulate
the whole system.

Model based knowledge, will be applied
to study of energy elficient operating condi-
tions of glass furnaces low-cost pollutant
abatement conrolling and operating tech-
niques. Novel design concepts directed for
these two objectives will be evaluated using
those modelling capacities in this domain
the involved research groups will conduct
parametric studies of the influence of the
fundamental design and operating param-
eten in thermal efficiency and pollurant
emissions.

Concl usions

The developments suggested and out-
lined in the present paper will allow signifi-
cantgains in energy efhciency oftheconsid-
ered process. From the use of 3-D numerical
modelling, and dynamical modelling impor-
tant improvements in the reduction of com-
bustion generated pollutant. emissions, in-
crease of fuel efficiency and product quality
may be attained. The generality of the em-
ployed and developed modelling and
sensoring techniques ensure a wide range

for their application involvin g a large number
of industrial situations, in a dedicated mod-
elling approach.

Software houses, able to be involved
with numerical modelling solution of the 3-
D enclosures may participate in the applica-
tion of the developed modelling procedures
in to other indusrrial cases. Specialists in
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industrial automation systems have to be
committed to the integration of the developes
concepts into tlre exisling specific control,
actuators and sensors systems. New sensors,
able to operate under harsh environments,
are of unquestionable interest for the optimi-
zation of indusrial fumaces.

The development of novel operating,
controlling and design concepts based on
the application of physically based model-
ling and nonconventional variables meas-
urements may open new possibilities for
energy saving and lower cost pollutant re-
duction. Manulacturers, certainly, will be
able to embody and promote such develop-
ments.

An expected near future marketing of the
developments to be achieved under the pres-
ently discussed objectives scope will con-
tribute for a continued development of the
fumaces kilns and ovens European technol-
ogy and manufacturing industry competi-
tiveness. This marketing will naturally be
dependent of the manufacturers of control
systems, sensors and thermal equipments as
such as furnaces and kilns.

Summarizing, the reduction of pollutant
emissions and energy consumption, will
certainly constitute an essential target in the
furnace conception and operation. The de-
velopment of low polluUnt concepting and
operating techniques, namely based in 3D
computational dedicated modelling, will
cerninly be one of the priority areas requir-
ing strategic industrial research in the next
yeaff.
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